Overview

1.1
This document describes the methodology and requirements for a subset of the functionality of the JIFFY R&D Program Management software scheduled for deployment at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) in September 2003. The incorporation of new capabilities for the Laboratory Management Review process and the AFRL 2913 LMR reporting form required the formation of a focus group to investigate current business processes and make recommendations for the software design, build, and testing of new software modules for JIFFY. This document specifically describes the outcome of that focus group's efforts.
1.2
The purpose of the JIFFY software program is to provide an automated tool that is customized for managing AFRL Research and Development (R&D) program execution and to host a common repository for data elements related to Technical Programs for Scientists & Engineers (S&E), Financial & Administrative, Plans & Programs and Management Staff.
1.3
The initial requirements definition, design, development and testing of the code necessary to utilize the tasks outlined in 1.2 shall be performed at the United States Air Force Research Laboratory Information Directorate (AFRL/IF) at the Rome Research Site (RRS) located in Rome, NY.
1.4
Deployment of these portions of JIFFY to the other AFRL Technical Directorate (TD) organizational elements located at various geographical locations shall be coordinated by the AFRL Corporate Information Officer (AFRL/CCI) using established schedules IAW Standard Management Information System (STD MIS) and Enterprise Business System (EBS) implementation and schedules approved at AFRL corporate level.
1.5
The initial deployment of JIFFY was focused on a) enabling a consistent business tool for an automated AFRL Form 2913 generation and periodic updating requirements governed by the AFRL/IF Laboratory Management Review process 1 , b) digital case file creation and maintenance to supplement (not replace) the existing requirement for hardcopy case files, c) financial tracking & forecasting for the Laboratory Program Manager (LPM), and d) collaboration and document sharing tools within an individual project at the S&E program execution level.
1.6
This requirements document will specifically cover the Laboratory Management Review (LMR) process, In-house & Aggregate Job Order Numbers (JONs), and the transition to and adoption of the corporate prescribed AFRL 2913 within JIFFY.
1.7
This requirements document will outline the AFRL corporate requirements for both the LMR process and the AFRL Form 2913 mandated by AFRL 61-203 within JIFFY.
1.8 Future JIFFY requirements for Baseline Change Requests (BCR) will also be discussed and briefly outlined in this document. 
RRS Instruction 16-501, Program Implementation Requests & Authorizations and RL
Instruction 61-201, Laboratory Management Reviews were lauded as the best written instructions that the audit team had seen whose detailed procedures were clearly and consistently being followed.
2.1.5. Assistant Records Managers (ARM/FARM) process for retirement of R&D case files. 2.3. As the TD who developed and first deployed JIFFY, AFRL/IF S&E staff directly experienced the cross-over from current TD specific terminology, LMR forms, and R&D work unit specific instructions to the newly published AFRL 61 series instructions.
2.4. A decision to deploy JIFFY to all of AFRL's Technology Directorates was made during the 7 November 2002 session of the AFRL Corporate Board.
Regulatory Citations
Appendix C provides a table of commonly encountered steps within the AFRL R&D work unit management process. Specific AFRL Instruction references are listed in this section. The focus group discussed a proposed workaround that would require users to identify the master JON and its sub JONs via a new JIFFY user query and input page. The "Project" code in the corporate data system is often used to identify JONs that are part of a larger entity. For the master JON the "Project" (the first four characters of the JON) code could serve as the search criteria for which other active JONs will be subordinate JONs for the master. Additionally, using the 5th and 6th characters to identify other tasks within the project, and the 7th and 8th is the sub-task or work unit within the task are also possibilities for future release of JIFFY.
The focus group made a decision to allow the user to enter multiple JONs to report on a single 2913 was made as a tradeoff to meet the imposed time schedule and use an automated approach at a later time if requested by the JIFFY user community. The DTIC module shall queue up progress statements from all prior 2913s for submission to DTIC. The progress statement shall be limited to 5000 characters/80 chars per line using word wrap. If the progress statement exceeds 5000 characters, the DTIC module shall truncate the earliest progress statement(s) in order to stay below the 5000 character limit.
Final Submission Flag
The DTIC module shall flag DTIC reporting as complete once the final submission has been sent to DTIC. This will remove the record from the active records area (2.3.1.4) and is necessary because a final 2913 will be generated and we do not want to flag the effort for DTIC submission again.
Constraints and Risks
8.5. Schedule imposed for the Baseline deliverable for 30 Sep 03 will force a streamlined approach and prevent development of anything more than a basic AFRL 2913 capability in JIFFY.
8.6. Manpower available at the time of requirements definition, design, build and test cycles.
8.7. AFRL-wide TD deployment issues and lack of across the board up-front study for AFRLwide TD in-house, aggregate JON, and LMR business processes. -Work unit manager/S&E name.
Interoffice Contacts and Cooperation
-Work unit manager/S&E office symbol.
-Work unit manager/S&E DSN phone number.
Block 5. Select contract or in-house work unit.
Block 6. Enter all funds in thousands. Provide data for prior year funds, current FY, and FY+1 to 5, cost to complete and the total program funds.
BL -Show the current baseline totals of all internal and external funds allocated to the effort.
Required -Show the required funds necessary to complete the work unit. The required funds line shall be changed whenever the work unit manager/S&E projects a change that will have a financial impact on the effort.
Obligations -Enter actual prior years, current fiscal years, and dollars obligated to date.
Block 7 Work Unit Job Order Numbers (JONs). Enter the information that corresponds to each column and funds in thousands. Provide data for prior year funds, current FY, and FY+1 to 5, cost to complete and the total program funds. Show the funding for each active JON(s) on a separate line and rollup all inactive JONs into a single line.
Block 8. Describe the technical objective and approach being taken to address the user need/deficiency. Identify key goals, deliverables, and acceptance criteria.
Block 9. Give the mission need title and name of the sponsoring command for this operational mission need.
Block 10. Describe the current technical progress and status. Identify corrective actions taken as a result of reviewer comments in the last report. Identify any issues that could impact successful completion of the effort.
Block 11. Complete this area after contract award or in-house work has been started. Rate each of the areas of the assessment as follows: Use B (excellent) if assessment shows exemplary progress and has no problems. Use G (satisfactory) if assessment area has no problems. Use Y (marginal) if known problems or available management information or trend data show that your objectives of the contract or in-house work will not, or may not be met, or action has been taken at the management level making the assessment to correct the deficiency. Use R (unsatisfactory) if problems exist within an assessment area, which are jeopardizing effort objectives and resolution of the problem requires involvement at a higher management level. Financial assessment includes evaluation of funding levels, funds status, and cost performance. The manning assessment rates both manpower and staffing on the work unit.
To expedite the LMR process, it is recommended that the work unit manager fill in each of the applicable assessment areas on the AFRL Form 2913 with a suggested rating. The work unit manager then justifies each rating in the LMR briefing. This will expedite the review process, and management can accept the suggested ratings or make changes as required before signing off on the form.
The overall assessment is for a collective evaluation of all aspects of the work unit. If any of the baseline elements (technical performance, financial, schedule, or manning) are rated less than satisfactory, the total program is given the same assessment. For example, if technical performance is assessed Y and financial is assessed R, the total program is R.
The following are typical questions the Work Unit Review should address in assessing each area.
11.a. -Technical. The achieved performance should be compared with the forecast performance.
-Does the stated objective adequately describe the needed work?
-Is the objective sufficiently specific to allow measurement of progress against that objective?
-Is the end product of this effort clearly defined?
-Is exit criteria adequately defined to be able to recognize completion of the effort?
-Is there a stated requirement for this product? -For in-house work units, JOCAS labor and expenditure data should be compared with planned estimates.
-For contractual work units, contract cost data should be compared with planned expenditures and percent of work accomplished.
-Variations should be analyzed and documented if there is an impact on the objective, schedule, or the cost of the work unit.
11.c. -Schedule.
-Do the milestones and the projected schedule agree with the technical and financial plan?
-If the effort is to be contracted; does the schedule include a date for the purchase request submission to contracting and a forecast obligation (i.e., award) date?
-If this is a contracted effort, does the schedule provide sufficient time for preparation and processing of the purchase request?
-Does the urgency of the work warrant special attention from support personnel?
-Are technical and contractual milestones being met? If any milestones are more than 30 days late, this should raise a concern. The specific rating should be a joint decision of the work unit manager/S&Es and the reviewer.
11.d. -Contracting.
-Almost all work units require procurement of supplies, equipment or services. Purchase request initiations, obligations, technology investment plan (TIP) processing, cost overruns, and unliquidated obligations are among potential problem areas to be reviewed.
-Have contracting personnel been involved in, or advised of, pending procurement actions?
-If this is to be an R&D contract and Air Force Science and Technology (S&T) funds are being used, has a TIP been approved by SAF/AQR.
11.e. -Deliverables.
-If the effort is to be contracted, what are the deliverables?
-Is there a suspense system set up to monitor the receipt of deliverable items?
-Are deliverables in compliance with the contract data requirements list? If any deliverables are more than 30 days late, this should raise a concern. The specific rating should be a joint decision of the work unit manager/S&Es and the reviewer.
11.f. -Manning.
-Contractor as well as government manning should be considered.
-How much technology directorate manpower will be required? -If hardware is a deliverable, is acceptance testing well defined in terms of location, division of responsibility, and procedures?
11.h. -Other.
These are at the discretion of the directorate.
-Identify here one or more additional areas for rating assessments based on the unique aspects of the work unit being reported. Use the reverse of the form if necessary. These could include but are not limited to Logistics, Environmental Facilities, Documentation, Intelligence, etc. The following are representative questions relative to these "other" areas:
-Logistics.
--Do supportability, producibility, reliability, maintainability, and/or affordability apply? If not, explain.
--Has this effort been coordinated with your acquisition logistics specialist?
--Are supportability and affordability requirements consistent with user expectations?
-Environmental.
--Has the environmental impact of this work unit been considered?
--What are the results of the preliminary environmental assessment?
--Review the status of the AF Form 813 approval process. Enter start date, end date, estimates for percent of schedule complete, estimates for percent of actual work completed, and estimates for percent of funding spent on the effort. Enter the trend status for both schedule variance (SV) and cost variance (CV) using the following criteria:
--Improving -At least three consecutive months improvement in the appropriate indices.
--Stable -No discernible trend in the indices over the last three months.
--Declining -At least three consecutive months decline in the appropriate indices.
Enter an "X" if a transition plan is signed and dated. Enter in block 15 if a transition plan is pending and milestone date projected for signature.
Block 13. If any assessment element or the overall assessment in Block 11 is less than satisfactory, explain the problem and state what effect this has on other programs. State the work unit manager/S&E major concern that he/she feels will negatively impact the work unit if it occurs. This may be any aspect of the work unit and is not necessarily a problem area. This is basically the work unit manager/S&E's best engineering judgment of where he/she may have to be especially vigilant to assure success. Block 14. Enter reviewer's signature, organization symbol, and date the report was reviewed.
Block 15. Enter reviewer follow-up actions imposed at the review. Also identify in block 15 any key decision(s) that have to be made by higher headquarters that could seriously impact the work unit. The $1M and $3M are suggested thresholds. Each TD should set thresholds based on its entire portfolio and Work Unit profiles. Brief the work unit status to the director, deputy director, and staff as required or requested. Report cost, schedule, and milestones status for management to measure progress.
APPENDIX B SUGGESTED LMR THRESHOLDS AND FREQUENCIES
APPENDIX C AFRLI 61-202 AFRL Laboratory Management Review (LMR) Process
Work Unit Manager/S&E
Obtain management approval AFRLI 61-202, 2.3.5, 2.3.6
Obtain management approval to establish a new work unit prior to performing any work. Obtain management approval to re-baseline an existing work unit.
APPENDIX D Terms and Definitions
Research and Development (R&D)
Research pertains to all effort directed toward increased knowledge of natural phenomena and environment and toward the solution of problems in all fields of science. This includes basic and applied research. A unique technology development activity or project.
Basic Research = 6.1 Systematic study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of phenomena and/or observable facts without specific applications toward processes or products in mind. That research activity which has as its goal to increase scientific knowledge rather than its practical application.
Applied Research = 6.2 Systematic study to gain knowledge or understanding necessary to determine the means by which a recognized and specific need may be met. The research activity which follows basic research and attempts to determine or expand the potentialities of new scientific discoveries or improvements in technology, materials, processes, methods, devices and techniques, and advances "the state of the art."
Advanced Technology Development = 6.3 Includes all efforts that have moved into the development and integration of hardware for field experiments and tests.
Demonstration and Validation = 6.4
Includes all efforts necessary to evaluate integrated technologies in as realistic an operating environment as possible to assess the performance or cost reduction potential of advanced technology.
Engineering and Manufacturing Development = 6.5 Includes those projects in engineering and manufacturing development for Service use but which have not received approval for full rate production.
RDT&E Management Support = 6.6
Includes R&D efforts directed toward support of installation or operations required for general R&D use. Included would be test ranges, military construction, maintenance support of laboratories, operations and Maintenance of near aircraft and ships, and studies and analyses in support of R&D program.
Operational System Development = 6.7 Includes those development projects in support of development acquisition programs or upgrades still in engineering and manufacturing development, but which have received Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) or other approval for production, or for which production funds have been included in the DoD budget submission for the budget or subsequent fiscal year.
Development Test and Evaluation (no assigned number)
Efforts associated with engineering or support activities to determine the acceptability of a system, subsystem, or component.
Operational Test and Evaluation (no assigned number)
Baseline
The initial baseline is defined at the time a work unit, and its associated job order numbers (JON), are set up.
Work Unit
The smallest segment into which R&D efforts are divided (AFI 61-203, Attachment 1, Work Unit Information System). Each work unit has a specific objective, a definite beginning and end, and a tangible or reportable end product. It is a technically distinct, in-house or extramural effort. It defines activities that allow the reporting, measurement, and evaluation of time, work, cost, and productivity. Work units are the basic building blocks of our technology programs and documentation of technical activity (through the R&D Case Files and the Research Summaries; and are submitted to the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC). Each work unit will have it's own DTIC accession number.
Job Order Number (JON)
An administrative subdivision in the Job Order Cost Accounting System (JOCAS) for accumulating costs, assigning funding, and effecting transfers of funds. One or more JONs may support a work unit. There must only be one work unit per JON. A JON record must maintain traceability to its work unit, its funding source, and its record of expenditures for its entire life. AFRL/IF WebEIS definition: The Job Order Number is a code assigned by a laboratory, directorate, center or range to identify a specific entity of work effort within the organization. The first four characters are the PROJECT, the 5th and 6th characters are the task within the project, and the 7th and 8th is the sub-task or work unit within the task.
R&D Case File
Documents the research from inception to completion of a work unit as described in AFRLI 61-201. The case file uses an index and provides a systematic method of retrieval of the documentation. The R&D case file is a permanent mission record and is retired to the Washington National Records Center. R&D case files are legal records IAW 10 U.S.C., 36 CFR Part 1234, and 44 U.S.C. 3314. The physical case file is the six-part folder used by the LPM to store hard copies of all documents. The digital case file is the electronic storage repository within JIFFY of the computer files that correspond to the hardcopy printouts of the physical case file. When a BCR is needed for existing contractual work units, guidance is given in RLI 61-201 to initiate a Contract Modification request to the TD Contracting Division.
APPENDIX E Baseline Change Request Process
Business process requirements that apply to future JIFFY capabilities are underlined. 1.3.2. Negotiating and exercising an unpriced option is considered a baseline change, requires approval at the appropriate level, and is documented in the baseline change history. Exercising a priced option, a no cost extension, or going from target to ceiling does not need a baseline change request.
1.3.3. If a baseline change request for a schedule extension necessitates second year financing, it must be accompanied by a second year financing request. The Budget Division (FMB), OPR for second year financing requests, will not process these baseline change requests if the second year financing request has not been initiated.
1.3.4. All baseline change request documentation is filed in the R&D case file.
1.3.5. The RL Commander [TD Director] (or Deputy Director) is the baseline change approval authority for baseline change requests to contracts having a face value equal to or greater than $10M [or TD specific threshold]. RL/CC [AFRL/TD/CC] (or CD) is the approval authority for all change requests to these efforts which exceed the following thresholds:
1.3.5.1. A change in effort face value greater than $1.5M or cumulative changes that exceed $2M anytime during the contract duration (e.g., a change for $1.2M later followed by a $801K change requires a baseline change request for the $801K change and documents the previous $1.2M change).
1.3.5.2. An effort schedule extension in excess of six months. Extensions are cumulative (e.g., a slip of three months followed by another three month slip anytime during the contract duration requires a baseline change request for the second three month change and documents the previous three month change).
APPENDIX F-1 AFRL2913 Requirements 1 Introduction
These are the functional and system requirements for the development of a new Jiffy module that will incorporate the AFRL 2913 Lab Management Review process.
Business Process Rule #1: A person within each of the branches will manually check a box that indicates that the 2913 has been officially signed and it is now ready for storage within the Digital Case Folder and is now the official copy to be used by the STINFO office for DTIC reporting.
Business Process Rule #2: If appropriate, this branch person should add the Directorate Person's name who performed the highest level signature prior to moving the approved 2913 over to the Digital Case Folder. Once moved, 2913s are locked from any additional changes.
Future requirements will include follow up triggers and suspense tracking (based on Ratings) and other business practices.
Background
Incorporation of the new AFRL 2913 form in Jiffy involves several changes from the current form. The biggest change is the requirement for reporting of financial expenditures and financial planning by Job Order Number (JON).
Refer to the requirement for the In-House And Aggregate Project for a discussion of the relationships of Job Order Numbers and contracts. The In-house/Aggregate requirements should be considered when accomplishing these AFRL 2913 requirements.
Preparation of an initial 2913 for a project will occur prior to the contract award and not within JIFFY.
Requirements
General Requirements
Data
Jiffy shall allow for overwriting of pre-populated data in any field of the 2913 form.
There shall be a set of rules to handle override and when to revert back to standard feed data upon creation of a new 2913.
There shall be a discrepancy report annotating the problem and notifying the appropriate personnel (eg contracting and the LPM)
AFRL 2913 Attributes
The AFRL 2913 form shall be printable from within Jiffy.
The AFRL 2913 form shall be able to generate an email tickler regarding 2913 completion with the option to attach a transmittable version of the 2913 via email from within Jiffy.
Blocks 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13 shall be expandable to allow for more data than would fit on the paper AFRL 2913 document.
The AFRL 2913 form shall be retrievable via the Jiffy Digital Case File.
Jiffy shall retain the ability for user's to utilize the RRS 2913a to view and edit legacy forms concurrently with the newly developed AFRL 2913 during a transition period. The transition period is TBD.
There shall be a 'delete' button on the 2913 start page that will allow a user to delete existing 2913s from the current Project (based on ProjectID).
Form Requirements
Block 1 3.2.1.1 "As Of"
This data for this field shall be entered by the user when the 2913 is created.
Block 2
"Purpose"
One of the following checkboxes shall be 'checked' as appropriate for the type of form being created: Initial, Periodic, Final, Baseline Change.
If Baseline Change is checked, the system shall make Block 13 (Remarks) a mandatory field.
"Last Review"
The system shall pre-populate with the latest "as of date" from previously entered 2913s for this ProjectID. 2913s marked "Initial" in "Purpose" field do not have any prior 2913s entered, so the "Last Review" should be blank.
Block 3
3.2.3.1 "Title/DTIC/ Accession Number/R&D Effort"
The system shall pre-populate based on parameters pulled from the Project The system shall pre-populate based on data in the corporate data feed and the Jiffy database when there is a corporate Data Feed.
If there is no corporate Data Feed then the system shall pre-populate based on data from the FiscalYear table. (This is the case for those JIFFY projects that chose manual entry vs. std data feeds.)
The As Of Date, as represented in Block 1, shall form the basis for determining the fiscal year represented in the "Prior Yr" and Current FY", etc… FY starts on Oct 1.
The As Of Date shall be used as the cut off date for reporting obligations. No obligations received after that date should be reported as obligated.
All Entries shall be in $K rounded to the nearest 1 decimal place. Displayed as a number with no units.
3.2.6.1.1 "BL Row"
The "BL" row shall show a mixture of previously obligated funds and future planned funds in order to show the entire funding profile for the project.
"Prior Yrs" shall show obligated funds. "FY+1" -"To Complete" shall show future planned funding. CurrentFY shall show a mixture of obligated funds and future planned funds for the current fiscal year not yet obligated.
"REQD Row"
This shall be left blank by default.
3.2.6.1.3 "OBLIG Row"
The "OBLIG" row shall show the funds that have been obligated to the project.
Prior Yrs" shall show obligated funds. Current FY shall show obligated funds for this fiscal year. Since future planned funds cannot be obligated, "FY+1" to "To Complete" will be populated with zeroes.
If any rating in the Prior or Current column is either red or yellow then Block 13 (Remarks) shall become a required field.
Block 12
3.2.12.1 "Status"
Contract parameters: "Contract No", "Contract", "Start Date", "End Date" shall be pulled from the Project table.
Jiffy shall enter the accrued amount into the "% Spent" field, from the Month table -Actual Allocation field, for those months that precede the As Of date on the form.
"% Scheduled and % Completed" shall be left blank by default.
The amount spent shall be reflected to the user in some way that lets them know the date at which the percentage was current… i.e. "…Spent As Of……" (Consider some text next to the input box that states this rule clearly. Not to be displayed in the final printout.
"Transition Plan Signed" shall be a drop-down with 3 fields; "Yes, No, N/A".
"End Date" shall be the Performance Period End Date.
Block 13
3.2.13.1 "Remarks"
The field shall be left blank by default.
The system shall make this field mandatory if this AFRL 2913 is a baseline change or if any rating from Block 11 (Ratings) is either yellow or red.
Block 14
3.2.14.1 "Reviewer Coordination"
First line shall show the Branch Chief and ORG/Branch Symbol for the engineer that is listed in Block 4 (Work Unit Manager).
Second line shall show the Division Chief and ORG/Branch Symbol for the engineer that is listed in Block 4 (Work Unit Manager).
Block 15
3.2.15.1 "Reviewer Comments"
The system shall leave this blank, by default. Introduction
These are the functional and system requirements for the development of a new Jiffy capability; In-House and aggregate Program support project management.
Background
The ability to manage in-house projects is required in Jiffy. The October release will not include automatic data feeds for in-house projects due to the fact that full utilization of automatic feed data for these projects would require fundamental changes in the structure of a Jiffy project and potentially require business practice changes at the lab.
Requirements
Current Requirements
Jiffy shall allow a new type of project to be created; "In-House Effort" and "Aggregate Program Support". The latter shall be mapped to the In House module.
Jiffy shall allow for a Jiffy project category that requires no contract number or JON.
Jiffy shall disallow a user from going to the "Enter Financial Info" page or the graphing page for this type of project. Turn off links to these pages on the project.asp, and menu.asp "Actions" drop-down boxes.
Jiffy shall disallow "Contractor" POC entries for this type project.
Jiffy shall allow an infinite number of "Other Govt" entries for all types of projects.
No quarterly report due dates shall be generated for this type project.
Schedule (also on status.asp page) shall not show quarterly report due dates.
Since the "Enter Financial Info" page (update.asp) is disabled, there shall be no need for the fiscal year table or the month table data entries for this type of project.
DTIC reporting (with respect to the DTIC module) shall be able to be selected or deselected and accessible to the STINFO user.
Digital Case File shall be available for this type of project.
Financial screens (ie projectinfo.asp) shall show N/A where appropriate.
View Financial Data screen shall not be available for this type project.
The JIFFY system shall allow for generation of a 2913 when no contract is available for association.
Jiffy shall allow for zero $ contract face value.
Questions regarding whether the contract has web based reporting written in it, report due dates, and final report due date shall not be shown to the user.
JIFFY system shall pull, display, and store end dates in support of In-House via JON end date.
Future Requirements
F. Live feed for Aggregate Program support
The JIFFY system shall allow for pull of live data from standard systems in support of the Aggregate Program to include financial data.
